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Summary

Among Barhebraeus’s Butyrum sapientiae, both Prior and Posterior Analytics, whose editions are being prepared by the author, are related to medicine: the Prior, since it comprises the fourth syllogistic figure, which is used indiscriminately for both categorical and modal syllogisms throughout; the Posterior, since it illustrates matters by many medical examples, often with rare Greek-stemming words. Some medical examples are also employed in the Prior. This fourth figure’s first formulation is commonly ascribed to Galen, primarily known as a physician. However, this ascription is doubted since many years. Therefore, a first investigation is carried out whether there is a connection between Barhebraeus and Galen as a possible source, and whether new evidence for the figure’s ascription to Galen can be found.

Yet it turns out that most of the examples are taken from Avicenna, others, and seemingly the Greek-stemming words also, from Syriac sources. However, Avicenna is not the primary source for Barhebraeus’s syllogistic figures and their moods. His logical source is Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī’s al-Mulakhkhas, which is still unedited. Further, there is a certain similarity with Gersonides’s Correct Syllogism, which could favor Gersonides’s knowledge of Arabic and usage of the same or contemporary Arabic sources. Barhebraeus’s text even helps to better understand a part of Gersonides’s text.

In addition, a comparison of the syllogistic figures with geometrical objects, which is also given graphically by Barhebraeus, and the notation of the premises (major premise mentioned first, predicate mentioned before the subject, which is similar to Greek habit) that is used by Barhebraeus in that particular part only, seemingly go back to Philoponus’s commentary on the Prior Analytics and, possibly, also to illustrations in scholia in (Greek) manuscripts. There is no parallel in Arabic logical texts seen so far.

Thus, Barhebraeus’s Analytics are, as many parts of his Butyrum, a fascinating combination of very different sources, yielding a unique result.
Both the Prior and Posterior Analytics of Barhebraeus’s (died 1286) Cream of Wisdom (Butyrum sapientiae, Ḫēwath hekhmēthā) are ‘medical’ in two respects. Firstly, Barhebraeus employs an extraordinary amount of medical illustrative examples, especially in the APo., and he uses Greek-derived medical technical terms in them. Secondly, the fourth syllogistic figure, that is, a figure usually defined as having the middle term as subject in the minor premise and predicate in the major premise, whose ‘invention’ (first express formulation) is usually ascribed to Galen, primarily known as a physician, is used throughout the APPr.

At first sight, one could assume a certain connection between (lost) works by Galen and both the medical examples and the fourth figure.
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